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An introduction to Investor Portal
Investor Portal provides you with an easy-to-use and intuitive way to view your financial
information. Investor Portal is a cloud-based web service. This means that you can open it
from any device that has an internet connection: desktop, laptop, tablet, phone, or smart TV.
Investor Portal is designed to be mobile friendly, giving you online access to up-to-date
information about your investment portfolios: valuations, asset breakdowns, performance
charts, and more.

Viewing your portfolio
The Investor Portal dashboard gives you an overview of your investment portfolio.

The valuation chart and investment categories are
interactive so you can hover to get a snapshot of your
investments, as shown at right, or click on a category
to drill down into more details for your assets.
The Dashboard also shows any recent activity in your
accounts such as income or withdrawals.

Account selector
If you have more than one account, by default all accounts are
consolidated in your dashboard. You can easily add and remove
accounts using the account selector available from your user
name in the top corner of the window, which allows you to view
valuations and performance for single account, asset of portfolio
or for a consolidated blend of your investments.
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Accounts and Assets
If you hold one of more managed accounts (SMA), then you can see them in the Accounts
screen in Investor Portal. If you also hold non-SMA portfolios, these will display in the Other
assets screen. This enables you to build a consolidated picture of all your SMA and noncustody assets.

As you can see in the example above, if your managed accounts use a mix of models, the
Accounts screen shows you the breakdown. You can click on the models to drill down into
more detail.
If you don’t have any managed accounts (SMA), then your Investor Portal just contains an
Assets screen, as shown here:

The screen breaks your investments down into their investment class, for example, cash,
direct investments (securities), property, and so on. The screen is fully interactive so you can
click on a class and view the assets that comprise it.
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Holdings
The Holdings screen lists all your investments. There is a handy search field to help find the
investment you are looking for.

The Settings icon allows you to customise the screen, including which
columns to display and the ability to group your holdings by asset class
or investment category.
You can click on a holding to show more detailed information, such
as gain/loss and a share price history graph that includes average unit cost.

Change the
price chart’s
reporting
period.

Type your own
From and To
dates.

The timeline
handles allow
you to quickly
change the
From/To dates.
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Ins and outs
The Ins and outs screen shows additions, withdrawals, income and expenses for the
selected period and the selected accounts. The yellow line on the graph shows the value of
the selected accounts over the period.

You can click one of the cards beneath the chart to display a chart showing just those
transactions. Beneath the card, the transactions for the selected type display. In this example,
we have chosen to display only income.

Documents
The Documents screen can contain account statements, reports and communications from
your adviser. Keep an eye out for the new document icon which shows you have an unread
document.
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Frequently asked questions
The following are some of the questions we have been asked about Investor Portal.

Where does the data come from?
The information in Investor Portal comes from your investment platform as maintained by
your investment administration team. The holdings are the ones they currently maintain and
the pricing and performance information is calculated within the system.

Does Investor Portal include assets other than equities?
Yes. All of the investment assets currently managed for you are included in Investor Portal.
These assets will display in the Investor Portal on the Holdings screen.
But Investor Portal also allows you to add a simple
dollar value for assets not managed within our
platform. From the Dashboard you can, for example,
click Something missing? to display fields where you
can enter the dollar amount of assets and liabilities
owned by you but not administered by us.

How do I access Investor Portal from my mobile phone, iPad or tablet?
All you need is your username, password, and the Investor Portal web address (URL) to log
in. You can save the URL as a favourite on any device so you can return to Investor Portal
easily and quickly.

Is there an Investor Portal app?
Not at the moment. We see distinct advantages for an Investor Portal that requires no
downloads or installation, and one that allows us to upgrade the software without you
having to do anything. We believe this is currently the safest, easiest to use and most
accurate solution.

How up-to-date is the information in Investor Portal?
Investor Portal has 20 minute delayed pricing for ASX listed securities when the market is
open.
Other asset prices are updated on Investor Portal at regular intervals throughout the day,
including international market close prices and managed fund prices.

Does Investor Portal work with all internet browsers?
Typically, most people are using recent versions of the most common internet browsers, so
viewing Investor Portal will not be a problem.
Known non-compatible browsers are early versions of Internet Explorer (version 8 and
below). If you are using an early version of IE, we recommend downloading the latest
version of Chrome or Firefox.

How do I display prices in a currency other that AUD?
If your portfolio contains international investments, then the AUD$ link beside your user
name allows you to choose between a selection of international currencies.
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Unit price in
AUD

Reporting in
GBP£

Selecting a currency changes the reporting currency in all Investor Portal screens. In the
example above, the reporting currency has been changed to GBP.
The date displayed beneath the Unit price shows the date of the exchange rate used to
calculate the value in GBP.
Exchange rates are based on the latest available rate.

How long does it take Investor Portal to load?
The time it takes for your data to display in Investor Portal depends on several factors, such
as your internet download speed. However, when you first log in to Investor Portal, this initial
download of data may take longer than any subsequent occasions that you log in.
Basically, all data is downloaded the first time you log in, whereas for subsequent logins,
existing data is refreshed.

How do I log off or change my password?
You can change your password or log out of Investor Portal by
clicking on your profile link in the top right corner of the screen.
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